
Villa Aldo - Guadeloupe - Saint-François

From 228.57 € / night - 4 bedroom(s) - 3 bathroom(s)



Galerie photos / Photo gallery



Votre location / Your rental

Discover this vacation villa with a pool in Guadeloupe, nestled in Saint-François on a secure property. Just a 5-minute drive
from Pointe des Châteaux, this rental offers an idyllic setting. The villa features four air-conditioned bedrooms,
accommodating up to eight people, all elegantly decorated. The living spaces are designed for seamless indoor-outdoor
transition, with a fully equipped kitchen and an outdoor area including a pool, a private jacuzzi, and a shaded carbet. Enjoy
the perfect location to explore nearby beaches such as Salines Beach, and savor local cuisine at the nearby restaurant "La
Rhumerie du Pirate." Treat yourself to moments of absolute relaxation with additional services available on-site, ensuring a
vacation focused on comfort and tranquility.

Discover this vacation villa with a pool in Guadeloupe, nestled in Saint-François on a secure property. Just a 5-minute drive
from Pointe des Châteaux, this rental offers an idyllic setting. The villa features four air-conditioned bedrooms,
accommodating up to eight people, all elegantly decorated. Living spaces are designed for seamless indoor-outdoor
transition, with a fully equipped kitchen and outdoor area including a pool, private jacuzzi, and shaded carbet. Also, enjoy
the convenient location to explore nearby beaches such as Salines Beach and savor local cuisine at the nearby "La
Rhumerie du Pirate" restaurant. Treat yourself to moments of absolute relaxation with additional services available on-site,
for a vacation centered around comfort and tranquility.



Caractéristiques / Features

 170 m2 /  8 traveler(s) /  4 bedroom(s) /  3 bathroom(s)

Equipements / Equipment

 Barbecue  Air conditioner  Iron  Dishwasher

 Household linen  Crib  Washing machine  Parking

 Swimming pool  Hair dryer  TV  Wifi

 Safe  Clothes dryer  Jacuzzi  Water tank



Localisation



Laurence

+590 690 84 80 50
guadeloupe@villaveo.com


